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Abstract:
The decision-making process has been analyzed in several disciplines (economics, social sciences, humanities, etc.) with the aim of creating models to help decision-makers in strategy formulation. The Organizational theory takes into account both the decision-making process of individuals and groups of a company. Numerous models have been built, which include a wide range of psychological, environmental, hierarchical factors, all of which only account the notion of rationality. In time, such concept has come to be considered pragmatically unrealistic and unachievable. Emotions have recently acquired an increasingly significant position (in the academic and economic society) as important component of the decision making-process. From this point of view neuroscience, the new branch of medical sciences could play a key role in studying individual decision-making processes. This article suggests that thanks to neuroscience it is possible to overcome current limitations in economics studies, for individual’s choices, which are exclusively based on the rational component.
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1. Introduction

The present paper analyzes the decisional process in the Organizational Theory. Until now, the decision-making process - either as individual or as group of individuals – has been mainly studied as a rational procedure, which presupposes the attainment of the best result by maximizing the decision maker's utility. In other words, the behaviors and the final outcome are dictated in advance by rationality.

Unfortunately, this theoretical approach has failed since rationality, be it absolute or bounded, is too utopian to account for the complexity of the decision-making process.

Firstly, the present paper tries to explain the main differences in decision making between individuals and groups.

Secondly, particular attention is addressed to the contribution of emotion in the individual decision-making process, analyzing both the physiological and physiognomical aspects.

The last paragraph illustrates new methodology that can determine the cerebral areas involved in the individual decision-making process. The paper draws a parallel between behavioral economics and neuroscience techniques.

The conclusions report a future research perspective for inferring individual and group decision-making processes.

2. Methodology

The bibliographic research was conducted only on peer-reviewed academic articles and books. To access to the content of the articles, two different and main platforms were used: Scopus and ScienceDirect. The research can be divided in two main steps. In the first, the papers were selected using keywords: decision-making process, organizational theory and emotion. Since no relevant results were found, we searched for other keywords: decision-making process and organizational theory. The articles were selected on the basis of the “title” and the “abstract”. However, books were mainly used. In the second step, the research focused on physiological and neurological aspects of emotions on decision-making processes. Only peer-reviewed academic articles and books were examined. The literature analyzed were originated from journals belonging to several domains: Organizational behaviors and decision-making (Journal of Behavioral Decision...

3. Decision-making processes

Decision-making is nothing but a process through which it is possible to make a decision (Padoa Schioppa 2007). The term 'decision' [from Latin. decisio-onis, past participle of the verb 'decidere': decisus] means "to cut off, to end something" and it clearly expresses the will to resolve or to end a problem (Dizionario delle Scienze Fisiche 1996; March 1994). In particular, Kreitner and Kinicki (2008) explain that decision-making is based on finding and choosing alternative options to get to an ideal situation, which is the solution.

Everyone, be it individuals or organizations in society, must make more or less complex decisions on a daily basis. Making a decision may entail trivial issues, such as choosing where to have lunch, as well as more complex situations like buying a house, accepting or refusing a job, listing one's own company in the stock market or choosing the right logo for your brand. The objective of decision-making is generally to improve an individual or organization's condition based on one or more criteria (Caramia, Dell'Olmo 2006). It is not easy to realize which could be the best choice, the most beneficial or least detrimental one. It is even more complex to establish the process that leads to what is considered the best solution.

The notion of decision has been widely debated and analyzed in economics. An organizational decision is a process to identify and solve problems (Daft 2010). This process envisages two key stages: the first entails problem identification, while, the second, information on environmental and organizational conditions is monitored to establish whether performances are satisfactory or not, and to find the causes for inadequacy (Daft 2010).

In the problem-solving stage, the possible alternatives for actions are assessed, and then one of them is chosen and realized (Daft 2010). Furthermore, the decision-making process can also be analyzed based on the problem's complexity. A decision-maker who only considers one side of the issue is extremely different from another one who contemplates multiple aspects (Payne 1976). The set of objectives held by an actor in a variety of decision-making areas is the result of past sedimented learning experiences. One of the dividing criteria to choose among multiple decision-making strategies is the extent to which goals are either clear, or are to be verified and acquired in order to make a given decision (Grandori 1955). Research processes are considered decision-making sub-processes, whereas research criteria considering multiple alternatives are also extremely powerful in regulating the range of the research process.

Unfortunately, apart from objectives, the identification of problems and the processing of available information are not linear procedures, because of a series of factors. For instance, the absence or lack of information seriously hinders the decision-making process; without a solid foundation for one's own choices, it is impossible to make decisions. Information overload also hampers decision-making, as decision makers have to select relevant information among a wide variety of valid data. They also have to find the reason (be it technical, economical, emotional, etc.) for choosing it, with relation to their problems and goals. Indeed, the outcomes of the decision-making process are affected by a set of elements and components such as problems, goals, alternatives, choice, research criteria and learning (Grandori 1955).

The notion of decision in business economics is not a uniform one; it rather acquires differing characteristics depending on (i) the context in which decisions are made, (ii) the role played by the decision maker and (iii) the number of decision makers who are involved in the process.

Two different types of decision-making can be identified: individual and group ones. Individual decision-making is one of the greatest
responsibilities for managers (Kreitner, Kinicki 2008). In organizational decision-making, a decision has to be implemented both at individual and group level in order to be effective. It is not enough for managers to have a bright idea, as they also must be able to persuade their team or decision-making bodies and to demonstrate that their choices are feasible. In this case, on the one side decisions directly affect individual's career opportunities, benefits and professional satisfaction; while, on the other, managerial decisions contribute to an organization’s success or failure (Kreitner, Kinicki 2008). Nowadays, the development of decision-making skills has become a key issue for any organization willing to increase its efficiency and the performance perceived by its customers (Marchello 2003). In various strands of business economics theory, business decisions have been studied to analyze the outcomes of economic choices and the decision-making process determining them (De Vecchi, Grandori 1983).

4. The difference between individual and group decision-making processes

In individual processes, it is a single person who has to make a decision. As we will explain below (see paragraph 2), theoretically speaking, the decision-making process can be easily divided into stages, which can be perfectly described. For each stage, the decision maker can establish goals, identify the problem, and make the best decision. This is an approach of the rational kind. However, decision-making is actually influenced by multiple factors, which are related to the individual's personality and to the external environment, both of which distort the perception of the problem and lead to solutions, which may not always be ideal (appropriate). Among the intrinsic variables depending on an individual's way of being, the notion of personality plays a significant role. It is defined as a relatively stable set of personal psychological characteristics, a durable model of individual psychological features, which account for an individual's uniqueness and influence the way a person interacts with others and with the environment (Tosi et al. 2002). Values, opinions, and attitudes are other personal factors, which affect decisions. According to Kluckhohn (1951), a value is a desirable, implicit or explicit, conception which characterizes an individual or a group and that influences actions through the selection of available methods, means and objectives. Opinions are concepts developed by a person with relation to a given event, while attitudes are the predisposition to behave positively or negatively when a given event occurs. Opinions and attitudes impact on the implementation phase and on alternatives' evaluation (Kluckhohn1951).

In the “stakeholder theory”, when a manager and/or an entrepreneur make their decisions and behave in a certain way, they have to take into consideration all the internal and external groups which hold an interest and a strong influence (Freeman 2010). For this reason, when studying decision-making processes in the organizational theory it is not possible to take into account group decision-making processes.

In response to growing demands for efficiency and flexibility, organizations shift from individual to group-based structures (Franco et al. 2011). The notion of group is extremely wide and can apply to a family, a group of students, a jury, a committee, a consortium, a task force, a project-based team, or a panel of experts who jointly carry out assessment. According to Davenport (1999), the most famous and common definition of group is “a collection of two or more interacting individuals with a stable pattern of relationships between them who share common goals and who perceive themselves as being a group”.

Groups bring assets, adding knowledge and creativity, increasing the understanding and acceptance of ideas (Tosi et al. 2000). Numerous studies have shown the benefits for groups that engage in information exchange and communication within the information group (Keller, Staelin 1987; Gruenfeld et al. 1996; Rulke, Galaskiewicz 2000). Groups can actually reach a wider knowledge and provide different points of view, thus generating a wider understanding of problems and increasing the possibility for a decision to be accepted through goal sharing (Tosi et al. 2002; Kreitner, Kinicki 2008). A group can enhance creativity, which is another key element for an organization's success. The distinctive feature of group decision-making processes is the presence of a comprehensive communication network, where all the members can frequently communicate among one another (Grandori 1955).

When decisions are made without taking into any consideration awareness, the number of decision
makers and the context, they produce outcomes (positive or negative) that most of the times affect the environment they refer to. Many individual choices are banal, at least apparently, and, because of this, are often made very quickly. Still the consequences of trivial decisions may accumulate and result into catastrophic effects (Tosi et al. 2002). The problem with decisions is the choice of a pathway that leads a system, an individual, or an organization from an initial stage to a final one (Feldman, Kanter 1965).

4.1 Issues in individual and group decision-making processes

An erroneous evaluation may cause difficulties when defining the problem or the goals (Tosi et al. 2002). For example, managers who place a great value on their ideas tend to discard a priori any advice coming from the outside, thus losing contact with the key point, which is solving the problem. All these features influence the way in which an individual interacts, relates to the problem and comes to the solution. Apart from individual values, the decision-making is also affected by the context in which the decision makers are and play their roles. Tosi et al. (2002) claim that the external environment, which includes all the elements that are present in the individuals' external world, can interact with them and influence their behavior. Individuals live in social systems where they play specific roles associated with age, sex and social positioning (March 1994). For this reason, the decision-making is influenced by the role played by a subject within an organization or a social context. March (1994) states that decisions are shaped by the roles played by decision makers: within their family, their school or organization. Individuals learn what it means to be a mother, a manager, a student or a man. Once subjects identify with a given status quo, they tend to make decisions in connection with it and bound by it. Quite oppositely, the decision-making process is dynamic and it urges decision makers to make continuous changes and stimulates them to adjust to the external environment with a comprehensive understanding of the problem, irrespective of any status quo. The combination between the way individuals perceive and comprehend stimuli and the way they choose to respond to that information is termed decision style (Kreitner, Kinicki 2008).

Just like what happens for the individual ones, also for group decisions it is not possible to identify an objectively verifiable response or a performance, which is much better than another one. It is rather the groups’ task to choose among various alternatives, and each of them may be perceived as beneficial at an individual level. (Brown 1989). However, the activation of group decision-making processes entails both advantages and disadvantages (Maier 1967), which mostly depend on the intrinsic features of teamwork, on the conditions for effective group work and on the team leadership's characteristics (Tosi et al. 2002). In order to maximize group decision making, it is advisable to have an environment where (i) each group member feels at ease and free to express their opinions (Kreitner, Kinicki 2008), and where (ii) information and skills held by each member are quite similar in terms of consistency and relevance to the problem. In this way, each member's capacity to influence the group is balanced (Grandori 1955).

In case these elements are missing, there is a failure in the decision-making process and pathologies arise within the group. Conformism, which is the fear of disagreement and intolerance to deviance, is a disadvantage, which stems specifically from group decision making (Tosi et al. 2002). In addition, Janis (1972) uses the term “groupthink", a phenomenon which occurs when the need for consensus and cohesion is more important than making the right or more correct choice. A ‘risky shift', or 'polar shift', is also found in group decision making (Brown 1990). Group members consistently make more cautious or conservative choices than individuals (Stoner 1968, Fraser et al. 1971). With 'polarization', a group's decision is the most extreme decision in the average individual opinions, which follow the same trend (Brown 1990) as a result of a mutual cognitive reinforcement (Grandori 1955).

5. Types of rationality in the main theories of decision making processes

It is impossible to conceive of the concept of decision making without also considering the notion of rationality. Therefore, in order to analyze the issues that generally occur in individual and organizational decision-making processes, it is necessary to propose an interpretation of the notion of rationality. Studying the logic of decision making also entails
identifying the levels of rationality which can be found in individuals and in their behaviors, objectives, evaluations and in their very same final choices (Sciarelli 1996).

In the course of time, the term 'rational' has come to acquire several different meanings. In the common sense, it is associated with what is 'intelligent' or 'effective', while in other cases it means 'primly materialistic' or even 'sane' (March 1994). In business economics, rationality connotes homo oeconomicus (Mill 1848), a person whose main characteristics are rationality and an exclusive care for their own individual interests. This appears to be a simplification of the complex human reality, which considers the subject of economics to be an abstract individual, whose behavior in a complex social reality is perceived to be moved exclusively by economical motives, aiming for wealth maximization (Treccani 2014). The rational approach to individual decision making emphasizes the need for a systemic analysis of the problem, followed by choice and realization, moving along a precise logic sequence (Daft 2010).

For this reason, the notion of rationality is closely related to models and theories. The models available for the decision-making process have been selected and analyzed to devise four comparable types of strategies adoptable by businesses (De Vecchi, Grandori 1983). In this work, the four main models will be considered: the normative decision-making, the heuristic, the ex-post rationality model, the intuitive model.

The normative decision-making model is rational, since it assumes that decision makers use a set of rational criteria while making a decision, which is also considered rational. This model aims for optimization, by maximizing the decision maker's utility functions (Tosi et al. 2002). Rational choice theories assume that decision-making processes are consequential, since action depends on expectations of future effects; and preference-based, given that consequences are assessed based on individual preferences (March 1990). The notion of absolute rationality is supposed to lead an organization to adequate consistency between aims and goals, by defining unambiguous goals, which are adequate for the situation, and the aim, within a controllable external environment in the long term (Ferrando 1981). Thanks to this model, no interpretive subjectivity is possible, while a predetermined sequentially of decision-making processes is established, based on a calculated rationality capable of optimizing choices. It is apparent that such a model is purely theoretical and does not have any practical application. No behavior or decision can be considered rational in the absolute sense, since people have to be evaluated against the specific set of values held by the individual who finally makes the choice (Sciarelli 1996). For this reason, Simon (1957) has devised a heuristic model based on the assumption that it is impossible to define what rationality is in a clear and univocal way, without specifying the value system to be used to assess it. Studies on actual decision making-processes suggest that not all the possible alternatives are known, not all the consequences can be taken into consideration and not all the preferences can be defined (March 1998). The heuristic model is based on the notion of bounded rationality, which assumes that human abilities are fallible and constrained, and information is not perfect (Tosi et al. 2002).

Quite differently from the normative decision-making model, decision makers do not refer to a complete and coherent set of preferences, but rather appear to set incomplete and incoherent goals, all of which cannot be completely considered at the same time (March 1998). Compared to the rational model, Simon's normative one shows that the rational procedure is characterized by limited processing of information, the use of heuristics (practical rules or precautions to diminish the need for processing information) and the choice of satisfactory solutions (Kreitner, Kinicki 2008). Instead of calculating the 'best possible action', decision makers aim at taking an action which is 'good enough' (March 1998). The idea of bounded rationality is now acknowledged in most individual decision-making theories (March 1998).

The “garbage can” theory was devised by Cohen, March and Olsen (1972), and Tosi et al. (2002) define it as an ex-post rationality model, where rationality shows after the decision is made. This model is different from the ones mentioned above since it does not take into account a single decision, but it rather focuses on the management of multiple decision-making processes. These decisions are made in contexts defined as 'organized anarchies' with high levels of uncertainty (Macinati 2012). In this model, multiple decision makers are involved in the
process in a limited manner, or rather their involvement depends on their individual needs, goals and means. This model considers the fact that different decision makers hold differing interests and values and are subject to cognitive distortion (as explained in para. 1.1) (Tosi et al. 2002). In this model, decision making is considered as the result of a fortuitous and accidental process, originated by autonomous events totally lacking any logical sequence. The absence of order in decision-making stems from complex decision-making processes and unknown variables (Macinati 2012).

According to Macinati (2012), decision making is not divided into different stages and it does not envisage the identification of objectives or of solutions to eventual problems, but it rather is a combination of potential solutions, participants and possibility to choose.

Decisions can be made through an intuitive or reasoned process or a combination of the two. In intuitive processes, when a decision is formulated, experience and judgment prevail over sequential logic or explicit reasoning (Daft 2010). This is an unconscious process, which is determined by forms of tacit experience and, for this reason is often associated with an approach of bounded rationality (Tosi et al. 2002). Some scholars consider intuition as a sort of extrasensory power, a sixth sense, while others see it as a personality trait (Tosi et al. 2002; Behling, Eckel 1991). Intuition is not generally arbitrary since it does not oppose rationality, as it is commonly thought, but it rather acts in complementary ways and it is originated by a long-time experience, which is often kept safe in the subconscious (Daft 2010; Simon 1987). This model has its practical application in the short term and particularly in troubled environments with a high level of uncertainty when sudden changes in the conditions require timely decisions without the possibility to resort to previous similar cases (Gambel 2010; Tosi et al. 2002). In case of a high degree of complexity or ambiguity, previous experience and judgment can help to identify both problems and solutions. Extensive use of the intuitive model is encouraged in psychology and organization sciences.

6. The concept of emotion

According to Macinati (2012), a model is a simplified representation of reality and of the variables, which are considered to be significant in trying to explain the phenomenon under analysis. Gambel (2010) states that the models which have been devised by literature are not mutually exclusive, since some of them share the same explicative variables, even though they come up with differing representations of decision-making processes. These theoretical representations of reality tend to consider some variables while discarding others and reproduce only part of the factors that are actually involved in decision making. As it can be easily concluded from the previous analysis, all these models systematically exclude the concept of emotion, while focusing on the notion of rationality, even if it is sometimes considered as bounded. Simon had already foreseen that his theory would have been incomplete until the role of emotions is not acknowledged. Even scholars such as Kahneman and Tversky (1979), with a psychological background, chose to focus on the comprehension of cognitive processes, rather than on emotions. Quite apparently, in the twentieth century, no model has included emotions in the study of decision making processes. Only recently has the concept of emotion been studied in connection with decision making processes, while according to Lerner et al. (2014), the amount of scholarly papers on this subject doubled between 2004 and 2007 and from 2007 to 2011.

Because of a dual notion of the human being, which entails the superiority of the rational element, the mind, over the irrational part, which is the emotional side; emotions have never been considered as an acceptable object of study and scientific enquiry (Cattarinussi 2006; Meneghini 2002). As Tiberi (1979) points out, emotions are viewed as an impediment for orderly and rational behaviors. In addition, Ottes and Beltramini (1996) claim that contemporary individuals often consider emotions as annoying or shameful, as weaknesses or useless instincts which should be restrained. The fact that only recently emotions have started to be studied also adds to the lack of clarity, which still nowadays impinges on many aspects of the subject matter (Meneghini 2002).

An initial interest in emotions as a subject matter can be dated back to the 1960s, owing to progress in the field of psychology. In particular, emotions became the main object of research and study in psychoanalysis, which assumed it as a basic element of personality (Cattarinussi 2006).
Cognitivists, in particular, follow different approaches in the interpretation of the relationship between cognitive and emotional functions. In the first top-down perspective, emotions are derived from a cognitive process, from learning, in the first place, about life events (Leventhal, Everhart 1979). Therefore, cognitive activities contribute to determine emotional experiences. In the second perspective, opposing the top-down one, emotions are viewed as capable of modifying the organization of cognitive processes (Cazzullo 1999). At the beginning of the 1980s, biologists, sociologists and ethologists also supported the renewed interest in emotions (Cattarinussi 2006). In those years a new discipline was born: affective neuroscience (Meneghini 2002), since it seemed necessary to find an answer to the new question on which neural structures are involved in emotional activities (Meneghini 2002). Neuroscientists such as LeDoux (1998) decided to investigate the phenomenon's physiological correlations, to answer questions on what cerebral mechanisms underlie emotions such as fear, rage, joy, etc.

In order to understand the recent developments on this topic, it seems necessary here to define what an emotion is. Its origins can be dated back to modern psychology, which classifies various psychic impressions in the emotional sphere by using different terms such as emotions, affection, sentiment, passion, etc. In the semantic field, emotions just like affections and sentiments are all emotional expressions, but, quite differently from the others, emotions are characterized by a short duration (Wanderlingh 2008). Cattarinussi (2006) describes them as global, intense, short reactions of an organism, which occur when an unexpected situation triggers an action. According to Plutchik (1980), the term 'emotion' does not correspond to the phenomenological aspect, but rather to a complex reaction chain. Galati et al. (2008) state that emotions can be considered as psychological apparatuses that have evolved across time and through different species, to provide immediate responses to the problems and the opportunities we face in the environment. Emotions are nothing but an internal process triggered by an event-stimulus which is relevant for an individual's interest (Trecani 2014).

Denzin (1983) defines emotions as a process with a beginning, a duration and an attenuation phase. Emotions make it possible to regulate the relations occurring between an individual and the natural and social environment. They prepare organisms to react to events that are relevant for their wellbeing and survival; threats and opportunities are thus faced by using behavioral strategies and plans and provoking significant mental and physiological changes, which are suitable to establish relations among such behavioral plans (Ekman 1992; Galati 1993; Plutchik 1994; Scherer et al. 2001). Particularly positive emotions signal the presence of favorable occasions in the environment and lead to the realization of behavioral plans to fully profit from them (Fredrickson 1998; Galati & Sotgiu 2004, 2005). Negative emotions, instead, announce the presence of critical situations, judged as negative and unpleasant, which hinder the individual's achievement of objectives and behavioral plans, thus risking their psychophysical balance (Galati et al. 2008). The term 'emotion' generally means internal experiences which are described with various and shared linguistic expressions such as happiness, anxiety, sadness, contentment, rage and so on (Wanderlingh 2008). People, be it adults or children, are able to recognize, classify and describe emotions more or less correctly, although it is not so simple to describe them in a scientific manner (Meneghini 2002).

There exist different classifications of emotions in literature. Plutchik (1980), for example, distinguishes 8 types of primary emotions: fear, rage, sadness, acceptance, diffidence, anticipation, and surprise, from which 84 secondary emotions derive. Primary emotions can be divided into four pairs, with each pair countering another one (Meneghini 2002). According to Izard (1991), there are 10 main emotions, which can be combined with other personality systems to create 336 additional emotions, also called 'secondary'. Russel (1980) defines 28 emotional tags grouped into four emotional quadrants outlined by two perpendicular axes. However, emotion identification in itself is not sufficient unless it is coupled with the analysis of biological and neurological effects produced by it.
6.1 Physiological and physiognomical aspects of emotions

An emotional reaction can produce physiological responses, which are related to the autonomic nervous system (Scherer 2005). The presence of an emotion is accompanied by neurophysiological aspects (peripheral responses regulated by the autonomic nervous system, hormonal and electrocortical reactions) and motor-expressive ones (posture and body movements, voice emissions) (Izard 1977).

Emotional responses can be collected based on verbal and nonverbal indicators. Through language, it is possible to communicate, to reflect, and to name an emotional experience, although it is rare that a person can directly define emotions. Nonverbal indicators, such as facial expressions and/or body movements, can make this function observable (Wanderlingh 2008). Expressions, by definition, can be observed from outside and they may originate from individuals' needs to express their emotions to others (Elster 2001). As a matter of fact, nonverbal communication can be considered as a relational language, since it can signal significant changes in interpersonal relations, sometimes without the very same individuals being aware of it (Russo 2015). Ekman and Friesen's Neurocultural Theory (1971) posits the existence of universal facial expressions and define it as a 'program' written in all the human beings' nervous system. These manifestations connect specific muscular movements to particular, determined emotions. Universality refers to the fact that these movements are associated with the same emotions in all the peoples, due to a mechanism of genetic heredity and it is excluded that they can be acquired so that they have different affective meanings based on culture (Russo 2015). Rather, this theory focuses on the cross-cultural differences, which affect these emotions, for example, based on social classes, groups of different ages and gender or individuals with different personality traits. In any case, Elster (2001) claims that emotions such as fear, happiness, anger, joy, sadness and other equally important ones are systematically associated with certain facial expressions, while this is not true for more complex emotions. According to Boucher and Ekman (1975), facial movements associated with emotions are to be found in three facial areas: brows - forehead, eyes - eyelids - bridge of nose, cheeks-nose-mouth-chin-jaw.

Figure 1 List of “Basic” Emotions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>A Selection of Lists of “Basic” Emotions</th>
<th>Basic for inclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arnold (1960)</td>
<td>Anger, anticipation, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise</td>
<td>Relation to action tendencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ekman, Friesen and Ellsworth (1982)</td>
<td>Anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise</td>
<td>Universal facial expressions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ekman (1986)</td>
<td>Delays, happiness, sadness, surprise, wonder, sorrow</td>
<td>Forms of action tendencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray (1992)</td>
<td>Rage and terror, anxiety, joy</td>
<td>Hardwired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Izard (1974)</td>
<td>Anger, contempt, disgust, distress, fear, guilt, interest, joy, shame, surprise</td>
<td>Hardwired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James (1884)</td>
<td>Fear, grief, love, rage</td>
<td>Bodily involvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDougall (1922)</td>
<td>Anger, disgust, elation, fear, subjectivity, tender-emotion, wonder</td>
<td>Relation to instincts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mehrue (1980)</td>
<td>Pain, pleasure</td>
<td>Unlearned emotional states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oatley and Johnson-Laird (1997)</td>
<td>Anger, disgust, anxiety, happiness, sadness</td>
<td>Do not require propositional content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panksepp (1982)</td>
<td>Surprise, fear, rage, panic</td>
<td>Hardwired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plutchik (1980)</td>
<td>Acceptance, anger, anticipation, disgust, joy, fear, sadness, surprise</td>
<td>Relation to adaptive behavioral processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomkins (1968)</td>
<td>Anger, interest, contempt, disgust, distress, fear, joy, shame, surprise</td>
<td>Density of mental feeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson (1930)</td>
<td>Fear, love, rage</td>
<td>Hardwired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weiner and Orbach (1964)</td>
<td>Happiness, sadness</td>
<td>Attribution independent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 Facial expressions as nonverbal indicators of emotions

Apart from facial mimicry, other physiological patterns can signal emotional activation such as perspiration, accelerated or decelerated heart rate, changes in voice modulation, redness, frequent swallowing (Russo 2015). To some extent, distinct emotions can correspond to distinct activation configurations (Elster 2001).
pitched voice can be observed in case of negative emotions, such as rage and/or fear, while a lower-pitch can be registered in case of sadness (Russo 2015). As Levenson et al. claim (1990), anger, fear or sadness are associated with an accelerated heart rate, while in case of disgust the heart rate slows down. Redness appears with embarrassment, shame or sexual arousal (Russo 2015), while frequent swallowing occurs in case of emotional activation and is not associated with any specific emotion.

Concerning neurophysiological aspects, it is necessary to introduce the concept of arousal. Activation or arousals is a neurophysiological process with different degrees of intensity and it can be measured by observing variations in the brain's economic activity, in the heartbeat, through the presence or absence of perspiration and with changes in the skin's electrical conductivity (Meneghini et al. 1988). Cacioppo et al. 1996 define arousal as “a physiological, unconscious process”. This differs from the viewpoint that arousal is a subjective experience of energy mobilization and can be measured solely from self-reports (Di Muro, Murray 2012). Although not all the scholars agree on the fact that the formation of an emotion involves the same cognitive structures, arousal is considered a key element for the appearance of affective states (Meneghini 2002). Emotional arousal acts in tandem and synergistically with the cognitive system. Different activation configurations can correspond to distinct emotions (Cazzullo 1999). Tiberi (1990) identifies two types of arousals: tout court and specific. The first one corresponds to the kind of activation, which the brain needs to live and act, which is ensured by specific arousals, including the emotional one (Meneghini 2002). According to Mandler (1975), the activation of the autonomic system is not specific and it has to be connected to appraisals, which is the positive or negative evaluation of the stimulus by a subject while experiencing emotion. Emotions thus derive from the interruption of behaviors or cognitive processes. Such suspension determines the emotional tone, while the analysis of the meaning produces the quality of the emotional stimulus. Izard (1991), instead, believes that there exist more arousals that are specific, each associated with an emotion, and it is not necessary for cognitive processes to intervene in order to differentiate emotions. Tucker et al. (1984) either asserts that affective arousal - in its positive or negative tonality - triggers or inhibits memory to access positive or negative events. As Cazzullo et al. (1999) explain, a specific emotional state can mark different personal experiences even at a cognitive level. Robbins (1997) states that “Physiological arousal is not a specific process that can be reduced to the activation of one specific neural pathway but, rather, affects several neural pathways that ultimately influence the vigor and direction of attention to what the perceiver considers emotionally significant in the environment”. Therefore, arousal involves neuronal and cognitive processes, although it is not possible to make a clear distinction between these two types of processes or to establish precisely the cerebral area involved in emotion activation. Emotional responses generate a disposition to action by engaging several nervous circuits, which lead to modifications in the arousal status of the brain and other systems in the organism (Giusti et al. 2013). Within these processes, the amygdala, the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and the orbitofrontal cortex play a key role in giving emotional meaning to information coming from outside. In addition, there are specific selection centers in the thalamus, which determine cognitive and subjective perception of emotions (Wanderlingh 2008). In the posterior hypothalamus, Bard (1929) identifies an emotion-generating nucleus, which functions as an emotional regulator. As Plaßman et al. (2012) explain: “One problem with using a given brain activation (the striatum) to infer a mental process (e.g., pleasure) is the proposed one to one relationship between the brain activity and the mental process of interest. Such a “reversed inference” is problematic because one brain area is usually involved in more than one mental process”.

Although it is not easy to relate a specific cerebral area to a mental process, it is almost possible to do the opposite. It thus seems that emotions are able to modify the physical and psychological nature of human beings (Barrett et al., 2006). The activation of an emotional process causes first of all bodily reactions, most of which cannot be controlled, and changes in the brain's arousal status. These reactions result from a complex stimulus-response mechanism, which originates in the individuals' cerebral activity (Barrett et al. 2006).
These emotional responses consequently affect both on the neuronal level, as they modify the cerebral neurotransmitters and especially the dopaminergic system, and on the psychological one, related to the way individuals interpret and react to these stimuli (Barrett et al. 2006). The greatest difficulty in the study of emotions is determining the way in which they are activated (Tiberi 1988). It is not simple to establish the brain area in which emotional activity is originated, since it depends on a set of functions that are broadly disseminated in different cerebral regions. For this reason, it is not possible to make a clear-cut distinction between emotion-based cerebral areas and cognition-based ones. Furthermore, there are no visible signs that prove the existence of a single unified system for emotions (Dagleish 2004; Gazzaniga 2004; LeDoux 2000).

The left frontal areas seem to be correlated with a positive emotional tonality, associated with the propensity to approach an object, whereas the right frontal ones are related to a negative tonality, with reactions such as avoidance and regret (Fox Davidson 1987). Cazzullo et al. (1999) advance that the right hemisphere has a functional peculiarity with regard to emotion processing. However, once it has been processed, a different hemisphere is involved depending on the emotion's positive or negative quality.

Other studies have shown that the cerebral region, which is most commonly related to emotions, is the amygdala (Seymour, Dolan 2008). As a matter of fact, McGaugh (2000) points out that “research on emotion and memory shows that the hippocampus is necessary for memory storage however in presence of a highly emotional and arousing event, the amygdala modulates hippocampal storage processes to help ensure that the memory is retained”. Equally, during emotional events, the amygdala modulates the visual cortex to guarantee that these events receive priority in perception and attention (Anderson, Phelps 2001; Vuilleumier et al. 2004). Conversely, shifting one’s reasoning or appraisal of an emotional event can alter the emotional reaction to that event, which relies on the prefrontal cortex’s modulation of the amygdala (Ochsner, Gross 2005). Furthermore, the amygdala is capable of modifying the way of thinking since the immediate emotional responses, such as fear, disgust or anger, will affect the processing of future information, taking into consideration the negative stimuli, which may be either real or just perceived as such (Giusti, Azzi 2013). Recent studies performed both on animals and human beings have highlighted the importance of the amygdala when considering the guiding choices (Seymour, Dolan 2008).

7. Neuroeconomics

Literature analysis shows that emotions have been studied to determine the cerebral areas they manifest themselves and their degree of influence over the decision-making process. However, despite the fact that since the 2000s there has been a growing interest in the topic, literature review has highlighted that there is still a lack of knowledge about the effects of emotions on decision-making processes.

To be thorough, numerous studies carried out by several research teams on decision-making in patients who can no longer process emotional information normally suggest that people make judgments not only by evaluating the consequences and their probability of occurring, but also and even sometimes primarily at a gut or emotional level (Bechara 2004). After damage, they develop difficulties in planning their workday and future; difficulties in choosing friends, partners, and activities (Bechara et al. 2000; Bechara et al. 2002). From a neurological perspective, the outcome of the decision-making process, which is the choice of an alternative, must be interpreted as the result of an interaction of the neural activity occurring among different subsystems, governed by diverse principles and parameters. According to Poletti (2007), the Orbitofrontal Cortex (OFC) is involved in the affective system for decision-making, whereas the Dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex (DLPFC) and the frontal one participate in the deliberative system of the decision-making process. More generally, the Orbitomedial Cortex (OFC + Prefrontal Medial Cortex) can be considered as a convergence point for multisensory and emotional information, which plays a significant role in social relations and in the evaluation of meanings, as well as in the regulation of emotions (Giusti, Azzi 2013). This brain area, and particularly the right hemisphere, can monitor and regulate the body conditions, and consequently emotional states and socially adaptive behaviors. The Orbitomedial Cortex can be viewed as the 'place'
where emotional signals are unconsciously represented, but that can still orient decision making (Giusti, Azzi 2013).

Figure 3 Rationality vs Emotions in the brain

The influence exerted by emotions on the decision-making process has been broadly studied by Damasio (1994). His team's following studies on patients with lesions in the prefrontal cortex propose a framework called “Somatic Marker Hypothesis” (Adolphs et al. 1999). This hypothesis was advanced to provide a valid neurological explanation for the everyday-life decision-making processes operated by patients suffering from lesions. Based on this theory, it is possible to trace a link between the patients' feeling and emotion anomalies and their inability to make decisions or evaluate real life events (Bechara et al. 2000, 2002). Damasio (1994) describes the process which employs biological information to affect and guide decision making based on previous similar experiences; such processes can bring both positive and negative results. During decision-making, somatic signals are activated, based on an automatic and intuitive emotional elaboration of the available information which helps an individual to choose a given alternative rather than another one (Adolphs et al. 1999; Poletti 2007). In these circumstances, making a decision stimulates a somatic response to mark future events, which are significant for the human being, by attributing to them a sense of danger or advantage. In this way, when a negative somatic marker is linked to a particular future outcome, an alarm signal is activated that tells us not to perform or to avoid that particular course of action (Valasquez 1998; Damasio 1994). Vice versa, when a positive somatic marker is linked, it becomes an incentive to make that particular choice (Valasquez 1998). This hypothesis shows the importance of the sensory mapping of visceral responses not only to understand feelings, but also in the execution of highly complex, goal-oriented behaviors (Bachara 2010).

All the studies conducted in this field have tried to demonstrate that emotions and decision making are closely connected. In neuroscience, an incidental affect is the way through which emotions can influence the decision making process. According to Glimcher and Fehr (2014), an incidental affect is a baseline affective state that is unrelated to the decision, but can, nevertheless, shift choices.

The great appeal of these studies has raised the attention among those economists who had been wondering whether or not classical economics and psychology, especially through the Game Theory, are able to account for the link between decision-making processes and human behavior.

In the last two decades, there has been a steady growth in the use of neuroscience in economics, with the use of fMRI and EEG to study economics-based decision-making processes. In 2000 McCabe coined the term Neuroeconomics, that is an interdisciplinary field including studies from neurosciences, economics and psychology. This research area deals with the neurobiology of decision making and the way it affects cognitive social interactions between humans and societies/economies. It studies how economic behaviors can pattern our understanding of the brain, and how neuroscientific discoveries can constrain and guide models of economics. While the standard economic hypothesis envisages that the decision making process is coherent with profit maximization (see paragraph 1), neuroeconomics asserts that choices are driven by a complex interaction of automatic processes (originated by most of the brain's electrochemical activity, that is its normal functioning) and controlled processes (activated in particular situations, normally when an individual has to face changes or has to make a decision to solve a problem) (Lowenstein et al. 2008). Not only does Neuroeconomics aim at understanding the mechanisms that drive decision-making processes, but also at studying (and in future also measuring) emotional factors that affect these processes.

Many studies in this field have focused on stress, which is a reaction to a situation in which the requests in an environment outnumber a person's resources and capacities to adjust to the situation.
The induction of stress in the human body results in an increase in physiological arousal, in the levels of adrenaline and glucocorticoid release (Pettine, Cuppini 2009; Glimcher, Fehr 2014). Stress hormones are known to influence a number of brain regions related to emotions and decisions (Glimcher, Fehr 2014). Ungless et al. (2010) has shown how stress affects the dopaminergic neurons in the ventral tegmental area and the striatum. In particular, stress seems to impair the prefrontal cortex's (PFC) function and executive control, while enhancing the function of the amygdala (Hains, Arnsten 2008; Roozendaal et al. 2009). It is important to highlight that the physiological effects of acute stress extend after the event (Dickerson, Kemeny, 2004). As an example, adrenaline release is generally followed by a total discharge of energy surplus through more or less hostile behaviors, verbal aggressions against others or escape reactions (Pettine, Cuppini 2009).

Several studies have shown that stress impinges on the cerebral systems which are involved in the decision-making process so that it consequently affects choices made by an individual. One of the first studies was conducted by Porcelli and Delgado (2009) using the Cold-Pressor Task technique. The experiment aimed at analyzing the impact of acute stress on a financial decision-making process and investigating whether it has a positive or a negative influence on decisions (Porcelli, Delgado 2009). Participants were involved in games such as gain or loss domain, where players were supposed to choose between two potential wins or two potential losses (Glimcher, Fehr 2014). The experiment was first conducted under controlled conditions and secondly in a stressful situation. In order to produce high stress levels, participants were asked to immerse their hands in near-freezing water (4°C) for about 2 minutes (Porcelli, Delgado 2009). Under controlled conditions hands were immersed in room-temperature water (25°C) for 2 minutes (Porcelli, Delgado 2009). The participants' choices showed a higher degree of reflection in case of stressful situations than under controlled conditions (Porcelli and Delgado 2009). There was a change in the use of the strategies (risky or conservative) employed by stressed participants (Glimcher, Fehr 2014). In this experiment, individuals who had undergone stress became more conservative in the gain domain game, and riskier in the loss domain one. In a similar study, psychologists Kahneman and Tversky (1979) obtained the same results even though this trend was amplified by exposure to stress.

Hall et al. (2010) have conducted a study, which associates risk propensity under stressful conditions with the participants' sex. For the experiment, the Balloon Analogue Risk Task (BART) was employed. Participants were asked to inflate a series of balloons on the screen. The larger a balloon got, the more points it was worth; but, in case the balloon exploded, the participants would receive no points. During the experiment, males who underwent acute stress were more predisposed to risk taking, while stressed females decreased their risk taking (Glimcher, Fehr 2014). Another stress-by-gender case was observed in studies, which used the Iowa Gamble Task (IGT). In the IGT, participants can choose between decks of cards that offer higher payoffs with greater chances of loss (risky) or low-payoff, low-risk (safe) decks (Glimcher, Fehr 2014). Males showed a tendency to pick cards from the risky decks after exposure to a social stressor, but this effect was not found in females (Preston et al. 2007; Van den Bos et al. 2009).

Stress and emotions in general bring great changes to the human beings' neural processes in such a way that they affect their actions and conception or vision of the external world. The potential of emotions to affect decision making stems from the fact that it is often the decision-making process itself that can be considered an emotional process. We tend to undertake elaborate decision making processes only for important decisions, but precisely in these cases emotional trade-off difficulty will occur (not so much for trivial decisions). Emotions are also present after we have decided. After having made a choice and before the outcomes are known we are often in a state between hope and fear. Sometimes we are eager to learn about the outcomes of our decision, expecting the best. Other times we avoid this information as we fear the worst (Shani & Zeelenberg, 2007; Shani, Tykocinski & Zeelenberg, 2008). When the outcomes materialize, they may again be a source of emotions, such as elation, happiness, surprise, regret and disappointment (Zeelenberg et al., 1998). These emotions influence the way human beings evaluate their choices and thus their way of acting.
There are at least two respects in which the emergence of Neuroeconomics promises to establish a scientific change. The first one concerns the scope of Neuroeconomics’ proposed revolution. Economists, psychologists and neuroscientists have separately achieved significant successes in modeling and explaining choice behavior. However, they usually employ dissimilar constructs and pursue different explanatory goals (Glimcher, Fehr 2014). The pioneers of Neuroeconomics frequently manifest the ambition to develop a single, unified theory of choice behavior that spans Neuroeconomics’s parent disciplines and “transcends the explanations available to neuroscientists, psychologists, and economists working alone” (Glimcher, Rustichini 2004). A second peculiarity of Neuroeconomics’ intended revolution relates to its purported depth. The proponents of Neuroeconomics rarely rest content with integrating particular findings from economics, psychology and neuroscience.

Conclusions
The decision-making process is commonly studied in several disciplines such as economics, psychology, sociology and cognitive sciences. Unfortunately, questions on how this process is formulated and applied to human beings are still unanswered in economics. This article provides a brief analysis of the models that have been devised to establish decision-making parameters, in order to make decision-making strategy planning easier for businesses. These models essentially aim at identifying and examining the exogenous and endogenous variables, which are usually present in decision making, as well as building a simplified archetype of reality. Such models are mostly based on the principle of rationality, which still nowadays is the basis of theories of economics, which totally exclude emotional components. It seems apparent that, in time, the principle of rationality has proved to be limited and not comprehensive enough to allow for the formulation of business organization theories and not only. Still nowadays, its limitations consist of its incapability to integrate and explain the concept of emotions in decision making, which however greatly influence the decision-making processes.

Literature analysis in this article shows the limitations of the current way individual decision-making processes are analyzed. It seems advisable here to move towards a holistic approach to research, in the way described by the Business Diction: “All-encompassing view based on the knowledge of the nature, functions, and properties of the components, their interactions, and their relationship to the whole.” A holistic approach implies that studies have to be simultaneously planned, and carried out step-by-step by all the science branches involved. Holistic studies of economics and neuroscience will set up models that are more effective.

Neuroscience can give a great scientific and empirical contribution to morpho-functional aspects of the nervous system while economics can provide theoretical models. By analyzing the role of neurotransmitters and the anatomo-functional structure of the nervous system, it will be possible to identify a certain number of cerebral areas controlling the 'production' of emotions and to outline possible incidental affects. Neurosciences currently have a wide range of case studies available related to the amygdala, the OFC and the Orbitomedial cortex which are involved in the affective system of individual decision making, as well as other studies on the effects of stress on the human brain. The few results so far are in any case extremely interesting and open up new frontiers in Neuroeconomics. It is easy to foresee that a long-term work programs will be necessary to achieve significant results in the decision-making process of individuals.

Neuroeconomics results will be universally recognized as sound, when future benefits will be reliably measured from the application of this methodology.

Once, these benefits will appear worldwide accepted, it will be necessary to move on a new frontier, to analyze the behavior of individuals when alone or when performing as a cluster. We think possible two alternatives: (i) individuate ordinary people, namely representative of each social group under investigation; scaling-up from successful results obtained on individuals to those related groups.

For example, researchers may investigate the function of mirror neurons to anticipate and predict individuals’ choices during a negotiation,
competition, acquisition or a process of team building.

Since mirror neurons are types of brain cells that respond equally either when human being is performing an action or when witnessing someone else carrying out the same action.
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